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IN THE COURT OF THE SESSIONS JUDGE :: ::  :: TINSUKIA

District: Tinsukia

Present: Sri P.J. Saikia, 

Sessions Judge, 

Tinsukia

Sessions Case No. 58 (T) of 2017

U/s 376/511 of I.P.C. 

The State of Assam .......................... Complainant.

-Versus -

 Sri Tapan Chutia

S/o-  Sri Rudeswar Chutia

R/o- Balijan Naharoni

P.S-  Tinsukia

District- Tinsukia, Assam      .......................... Accused.

 Appearance: 

Sri A.K. Choubey,

Public Prosecutor   ......................... For the State 
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Shreeram Prasad,

Advocate               ..................... For the accused. 

Date of Argument:   21/06/2019

Date of Judgment:    21/06/2019

 J   U   D   G   M   E   N   T

1.     The  case  against  the  accused  Tapan  Chutia  was

committed  for  trial  by  the  Ld.  Chief  Judicial  Magistrate,

Tinsukia  on 03/06/2017.

 PROSECUTION CASE

2.  On 08/01/2016, at 7 am the prosecutrix had departed

from her  house at  Jonai,  on her  journey towards Arunachal

Pradesh. It may be stated that she was doing her studies at

Arunachal Pradesh and for that matter, she was a resident of a

hostel.  Accordingly,  the  victim  reached  Tinsukia  in  the

evening. From there, she was to take another bus to Arunachal

Pradesh, but it was already late and all the buses going to he

destination had left Tinsukia by that time. The victim met one

auto-rickshaw driver  and asked him to  drop  her  at  Railway

Station  at  Tinsukia,  so  that  she  could  take  a  train  to

Margherita,  as her relatives reside there.  The auto-rickshaw

driver told her to stay in a hotel that night and accordingly

took the victim to a hotel. But,  there was no rooms in that

hotel at that time. The auto-rickshaw driver then proposed her

to find out bus for  going to Margherita.  The victim did  not

want to travel by bus and therefore insisted that she would
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travel  by  a  train  only.  However,  the  victim  was  taken  to

another bus stand, but there were no buses present there. In

this  way,  the  auto-rickshaw driver  carried  the  victim in  his

auto-rickshaw and roamed around the town and ultimately the

auto-rickshaw driver told her that she could stay in his house.

The auto-rickshaw driver told her that he has his sister in his

house and so, she will not feel uncomfortable in his house. The

victim girl has stated that it was an emergency, as because

she must reach Arunachal Pradesh immediately, as because

after  two  days  her  exam was  to  be  held.  Accordingly,  the

victim refused to go to the house of the auto-rickshaw driver

and insisted on going to the Railway Station. While the victim

was being taken by the auto-rickshaw driver, the later did not

stop  the  auto-rickshaw  at  the  Railway  Station,  but  it

proceeded ahead. In this way, the auto-rickshaw driver took

the victim girl to Balijan Panitola. The accused told her that he

would be taking her to his house. The helpless victim followed

the auto-rickshaw driver to his house, but before reaching the

house of the auto-rickshaw driver, there was an isolated place

and when they reached that isolated place, the auto-rickshaw

driver  jumped upon her  and tried to molest  her.  The auto-

rickshaw driver forcibly laid the victim girl on the ground. The

victim  girl  started  to  shout  loudly.  Then  the  auto-rickshaw

driver beat the victim girl with a bamboo stick. Thereafter, the

victim  managed  to  escape  from  the  clutches  of  the  auto-

rickshaw driver and started to run towards a nearby house. On

seeing that, the auto-rickshaw driver escaped from that place

in his auto-rickshaw. The villagers called police and the victim

was rescued in  that  way.  On 09/01/2016,  the  father  of  the

victim girl  had lodged an ejahar  before police,  alleging the

aforesaid facts
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3.  During the period of investigation, the victim girl was

produced before a Magistrate for recording her statement u/s

164 Cr.PC. She was also subjected to medical examination by

a  Doctor.  The  Doctor  opined  that  the  victim was  about  19

years old. 

4.  On conclusion of investigation, police filed the charge

sheet against the accused, alleging that he had attempted to

commit rape upon the victim girl. 

POINT FOR DETERMINATION

5.   The only point for determination in this trial, is as to

whether the accused had attempted to commit rape upon the

victim girl?

DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF

6.       In order to prove the case against the accused person,

the prosecution side has examined as many as ten witnesses,

who included Dr. Nicky Shah, who had examined the victim at

the time of investigation and Karuna Devi, a Judicial Officer,

who recorded the statement of the victim girl u/s 164 Cr.PC. 

7.  It  may  be  stated  that  the  prosecution  could  not

examine the victim and her father. Many efforts were made to

that effect, but their attendance could not be procured by this

court. Therefore, the prosecution could not examine the victim

and  her  father.  The  defence  plea  is  total  denial.  I  have

carefully gone through the prosecution evidences. 

8.   Elements that constitute attempt to rape are: there

must be an overt act and there must be an intention to rape

when a defendant commits an overt act. Broadly speaking all

crimes, which consist of the commission of affirmative acts,
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are preceded by some covert or overt conduct which may be

divided into three stages. 

The first  stage exists when the culprit  first  entertains

the  idea  or  intention  to  commit  an  offence.  In  the  second

stage, he makes preparations to commit it. The third stage is

reached  when  the  culprit  takes  deliberate  overt  steps  to

commit  the  offence.  Such  overt  act  or  step  in  order  to  be

"criminal"  need  not  be  the  penultimate  act  towards  the

commission of offence. It is sufficient if such act or acts were

deliberately done, and manifest a clear intention to commit

the  offence  aimed,  being  reasonably  proximate  to  the

consummation of the offence.

9. In order to constitute "an attempt”, first, there must be

an intention to commit a particular offence; second, some act

must  have  been done which  would  necessarily  have  to  be

done towards the commission of the offence and third, such

act must be "proximate" to the intended result. The measure

of proximity is not in relation to time and action but in relation

to  intention.  In  other  words,  the  act  must  reveal  with

reasonable  certainty,  in  conjunction  with  other  facts  and

circumstances and not necessarily in isolation, an intention, as

distinguished  from a  mere  desire  or  object,  to  commit  the

particular  offence,  though  the  act  by  itself  may  be  merely

suggestive or indicative of such intention, but that it must be,

that is, it must be indicative or suggestive of the intention.

10.  In the case in hand, the victim was never found. So, the

defence side did not have the opportunity to cross examine

the victim girl. Therefore, the prosecution could not have the

opportunity  to  prove  the  aforementioned  ingredients  of

attempt to commit rape. 
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11.  In this case, ten witnesses have been examined. One of

them is Dr. Nicky Shah, who had examined the victim at the

time of investigation. The report of Doctor is marked as Ext. 1.

This report states that there were no vulval injury. The witness

Puna Saikia has stated that one day at about 6.30 pm, one

unknown girl came running to his house and she wanted help

from him.  Puna  Saikia  has  stated  that  the  victim failed  to

communicate with him, as because he could not understand

her language. He has stated that the victim was not speaking

Assamese language. Therefore, he took her to the house of his

brother Rustam Chetia. 

12.  The  witness  Rustam  Chetia  has  corroborated  the

evidence  of  Puna  Saikia  by  stating  that  when  Puna  Saikia

brought  the  girl  to  his  house,  he  called  a  meeting  of  the

village. Rustam Chetia has stated that the girl was not able to

speak Assamese language properly. Rustam Chetia has stated

that they handed over the girl to police. 

13. The witness Kabita Chetia has supported the evidence

of Puna Saikia. She has stated that the victim was speaking in

Hindi and English. She could not communicate with the victim,

because of the language problem and hence, the victim was

handed over to police. 

14.  The witness Animesh Chetia has stated in his evidence

that he had heard that the accused Tapan Chutia had brought

one girl with him. 

15.  The witness Bhadra Kanta Saikia has stated that he had

heard that one girl, who was going to Arunachal Pradesh had

lost her way and entered into the village. He has stated that

he had also heard that the girl traveled in an auto-rickshaw. 
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16.  The  witness  Paragjyoti  Dihingia  has  stated  that  he

knew  the  accused,  as  because  he  married  a  girl  from  his

village.  According  to  him,  the  accused  is  a  auto-rickshaw

driver.  Paragjyoti  Dihingia  has  stated  that  one  day  he  had

heard that the accused was arrested by police and so he went

to the Police Station to see the accused. Paragjyoti Dihingia

has stated that one unknown girl had come to his village and

entered into the house of the village. 

17.  The  witness  Ridip  Chetia  knows  the  accused  Tapan

Chutia and also knows that the accused is an auto-rickshaw

driver.  He  has  stated  in  his  evidence  that  one  evening  an

unknown girl appeared in his village and she was speaking in

a  language,  which  he did  not  understand.  Ridip  Chetia  has

stated that though he did not understand her language, he

could manage to know that the girl came to their village in an

auto-rickshaw. 

18.  The witness Deepjyoti Saikia has stated that he knew

the accused Tapan Chutia and one day when Tapan Chutia was

arrested by police, he had gone there to see him.

19.  The tenth witness is Karuna Devi, a Judicial Magistrate

and she had recorded the statement  of  the victim u/s  164

Cr.PC. 

20.  After  going  through  the  evidence  available  with  the

record, it is clear that these witnesses never spoke about the

attempt to commit rape upon the victim by the accused. So,

here in this case, the victim was the lone eye witness to the

occurrence. Her presence could not be procured by this Court.

Thus,  the  accused could  not  have the opportunity  to  cross

examine the victim. 
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21.  Under the circumstances, I have reasons to hold that

the prosecution has failed to prove the offence against the

accused beyond all reasonable doubts. 

     O R D E R

22. In  the  result,  the  accused  Tapan  Chutia  is  found not

guilty and accordingly he is acquitted from this case.  

    Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this

21st day of June, 2019.

       (P.J. Saikia)

     Sessions Judge

                     Tinsukia 

Dictated & corrected by me.  

        Sessions Judge

           Tinsukia
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A   P   P   E   N   D   I   X

PROSECUTION WITNESSES

1. PW1 - Dr. Nicky Shah

2. PW2  - Sri Puna Saikia

3. PW3 -  Sri Rustam Chetia

4. PW4 -  Smti Kabita Chetia

5. PW5 -  Sri Animesh Chetia

6. PW6 - Sri Bhadra Kanta Saikia

7. PW7 - Sri Paragjyoti Dihingia

8. PW8 - Sri Ridip Chetia

9. PW9 - Sri Deep Jyoti Saikia

10.PW10 - Smti Karuna Devi

PROSECUTION EXHIBITS

1.      Ext.1- Medical report 

2.      Ext. 2- Statement of victim u/s 164 Cr.PC

DEFENCE WITNESS

None. 

     Sessions Judge       

Tinsukia


